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Referee (‘Ref’ for brevity), see [6,7,8,10] and
http://www.settheory.com/Setl2/Ref user manual.html,

is a broad-gauge proof checker relying on set theory; its design and implemen-
tation evolved hand-in-hand with the development of a fully formalized proof
scenario which will culminate in a proof of the Cauchy integral theorem on
analytic functions.

Ref has nowadays become a usable, handy system, and a significant por-
tion of the main ‘Cauchy’ scenario—which, besides its autonomous interest,
acts as our test suite—is available. Enhancements to the proof environment,
aimed at making the formalized proofs more compact and transparent, ensue
sporadically from implementation of new features within the inferential core
and, much more often, from the design of so-called ‘THEORY’s [5]embodying
within input scenarios reusable pieces of mathematical knowledge.

Here we will present a group of THEORYs (one of the simplest being the
one in Fig. 1) which grew as digressions with respect to our most challenging
scenario out of our willingness to assess

– how Ref could evolve into a system providing handy support to algorithm
correctness verification;

– how helpful Ref can be in semantic investigations concerning formal sys-
tems, e.g. referring to the indiscernibility between Kripke models;

– how well Ref can be used to reason about internal aspects of the Ref system
itself, such as the soundness of proposed inference methods.

Of these accessory scenarios, one [8] introduces the notions of simulation and
bisimulation [1,2,4,3] and proves various basic facts about them; another one
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[9] formally proves the correctness of the classical Davis-Putnam algorithm
in a general setting where the compactness theorem for propositional logic
becomes a comparatively easy result.
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Theory globalizeTog (T)
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End globalizeTog

Fig. 1. A tool for globalizing a toggling map T to the entire universe of sets


